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Incendo announces start of filming for
TRIGGER POINT
Montreal, May 29th, 2014 – Incendo is pleased to announce that, on Monday, May 26th, it has begun
principal photography on its second thriller of 2014 TRIGGER POINT, starring Jordan Hinson (Eureka,
Hank). Shot on location in Montreal, the movie also co-stars Yani Gellman (Pretty Little Liars, 90210).
Veteran Montreal filmmaker Philippe Gagnon (The Good Sister, Willed to Kill), will be taking the helm
as Director.
“We are very excited to be working with Jordan and Yani, two young and talented actors who have
both achieved international success” says Jean Bureau.

TRIGGER POINT - After her father is laid-off following a ruthless corporate take-over, college student
Callie Banner joins a campus activist group campaigning to prevent the corporation from ruining the
lives of countless others. Juggling school, a part-time job, and her father’s worsening situation, Callie
finds a sense of belonging with the campaign and solace in Jared, its charismatic leader. Though the
group preaches action through non-violence, two of its members do exactly the opposite. As she
delves deeper into the group and the search for the truth behind the recent violence, Callie finds
herself tangled in a web of deceit - becoming the target of the violence herself.

TRIGGER POINT is produced with the participation of Bell Media. Jean Bureau and Ian Whitehead will
produce the film for Incendo; Executive Producer is Jean Bureau.
About Incendo
Incendo is a Canadian company that specializes in the production and international distribution of high
quality television programming for the worldwide marketplace. Since its inception in 2001, the
company has produced compelling movies, television series and game shows as well as documentaries
that have been sold throughout the world. Incendo – through its joint venture with Twentieth Century
Fox International Television (Fox/Incendo) – is the largest television distribution company in Canada.
The company also handles theatrical distribution in Québec for Paramount. For more information, visit
www.incendo.ca.
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